1. Introduction {#sec1-polymers-12-00023}
===============

In the 21st century, membrane distillation (MD) can be considered as the third-generation desalination technology. MD is a thermally driven membrane separation process that is applied for the separation of non-volatile solutes from aqueous solutions. In this process, porous hydrophobic membranes are required to retain the liquid phase in the feed side, whereas vapor gets transported through the microporous structure \[[@B1-polymers-12-00023],[@B2-polymers-12-00023]\]. If the membrane is not sufficiently hydrophobic, membrane pores are easily filled with feed solution when they come in contact with the feed because of capillary forces. Currently, MD has been applied for more challenging wastewater streams with a higher load of corrosive contaminants compared with saline water desalination \[[@B3-polymers-12-00023]\]. Using MD is advantageous as compared to other separation processes in terms of water flux and salt rejection. The prominent features of MD include (1) high rejection of ions and non-volatile solutes, (2) minimal requirement of operating pressure, (3) less demand of mechanical strength, (4) maximum recovery, and (5) less membrane fouling \[[@B4-polymers-12-00023]\]. Reverse osmosis (RO) has been a widely used technique for seawater desalination. The ability to remove many dissolved substances/solutes efficiently is one of the salient features of the RO process. In addition to that, RO does not need any other chemicals as it separates dissolved substances from the feed stream. Apart from these prominent advantages, RO has several limitations as compared to MD process, which are as follows \[[@B5-polymers-12-00023],[@B6-polymers-12-00023],[@B7-polymers-12-00023]\]: (1) Membrane fouling propensity is higher in RO process; whereas, lower membrane fouling occurs due to the reduced chemical interaction between membrane and process solution. (2) RO needs high operating pressure compared to MD process. (3) RO cannot be operated with high solute concentrations in the feed stream, or even with near-saturated solutions (unlike MD). (4) RO cannot work on low-grade heat, such as solar energy and geothermal energy, unlike MD. (5) RO requires high mechanical properties of the membrane, unlike MD. (6) Very importantly, unlike pressure-driven membrane processes (RO), MD does not need any pre-treatment of the feed stream or additives (e.g., acids or antiscalants) as the membranes are less sensitive to concentration polarization or membrane fouling \[[@B8-polymers-12-00023]\].

The performance of MD depends upon two major factors: (i) surface and pore wetting, and (ii) fouling, due to the accumulation of various substances, including inorganic and organic (as well as biofilms), onto the membrane surface or inside the membrane pores. Separation in the MD process takes place by evaporation of certain substances in the feed side, transportation of the vapor through the membrane pores, and condensation on the permeate side. When the evaporated vapor does not pass through the membrane, but condenses inside the membrane, the membrane becomes wet. This wetting reduces the performance by blocking the passages of vapors, and when the pores filled with condensed liquid are connected from the feed side to the permeate side of the membrane, the feed solution passes through the membrane, and no further separation occurs. In addition, hydrophobic polymers may initiate hydrophobic--hydrophobic linking between membrane surface and foulants; hence, membrane pores that are passages for vapor are blocked because of fouling. Thus, wetting and fouling influences the selection of proper hydrophobic polymers for fabricating MD membranes, and there is a need for proper research and development for membrane modification to overcome the wetting and fouling issues.

A thorough survey has been executed of peer-reviewed published articles related to "wetting" and "membrane distillation" over the last decade ([Figure 1](#polymers-12-00023-f001){ref-type="fig"}a). In addition, contributions to research and development based on wetting in MD from different countries are indicated in [Figure 1](#polymers-12-00023-f001){ref-type="fig"}b. The presented database has been acquired from the Scopus-based advanced scholar search system. After careful analysis of the database, it can be concluded that the wetting issue in the MD process has gained immense attention in the recent research and development of water treatment. Although, it requires more research to tackle the issue of membrane wetting in the MD process.

Nano and micro level hierarchical structures may cause an increase in the solid--liquid interfaces, thus, inducing traps of air bubbles within the membrane and affecting the improvement of antiwetting/antifouling characteristics of low energy surfaces. Despite the versatility and applicability of hierarchical structures and lower surface energy for MD membranes, a thorough blueprint for the preparation of such specialized membranes is rather less. To setup, a proper guideline for creating antiwetting superhydrophobic MD membranes, a demonstration of the factors that influence membrane hydrophobicity has been studied. Next, the effects of multilevel hierarchical structures and surface chemistry on superhydrophobicity of MD membranes were critically reviewed by demonstrating various feasible techniques for fabricating antiwetting surfaces.

2. Wetting of MD Membrane and Prevention of Wetting {#sec2-polymers-12-00023}
===================================================

The occurrence of membrane pore wetting can decrease the performance of MD processes, and thus, wetting has become a prominent barrier to widespread, large-scale use of MD. When the membrane gets wet, the membrane starts losing its hydrophobic characteristics, leading to continuous water bridging. Membrane pore wetting can be categorized into four degrees: (1) non-wetted phase, (2) surface-wetted phase, (3) partially wetted phase, and (4) fully wetted phase \[[@B9-polymers-12-00023]\]. The variation of membrane wetting degree has been indicated in [Figure 2](#polymers-12-00023-f002){ref-type="fig"}.

As indicated in [Figure 2](#polymers-12-00023-f002){ref-type="fig"}, after the non-wetted phase, the permeate flux gradually decreases because of the initiation of the surface wetting phase. Typically, the surface-wetted phase shifts the interface of the liquid/vapor inward of the cross-section of the MD membrane. Therefore, the feed stream penetrates the pore channels and eventually partial wetting of membrane occurs. The partial-wetted phase causes a reduction in permeate quality and may decrease the water permeate flux because of the minimization of the active surface area for mass transport. However, in some cases, it can cause an increase in permeate water flux because of wetting of some membrane pores. After long-term MD operation, full wetting takes place, where the membrane no longer acts as a barrier. This leads to a decrease in the rejection percentage \[[@B9-polymers-12-00023]\].

Once the membrane gets wet, the MD process must be switched off to allow the membranes to dry. The membrane should be sometimes cleaned before drying because membrane fouling is closely associated with membrane wetting. The wetted MD membrane can be regenerated by the following methods: (1) drying of membrane, (2) air backwashing, and (3) chemical treatment. [Table 1](#polymers-12-00023-t001){ref-type="table"} indicates the advantages and overall outcomes of each technique to restore the wetted MD membrane. Some researchers have suggested that a slightly higher hydraulic pressure on the distillate side can be applied to prevent pore wetting when the area of the wetted membrane is not too large \[[@B10-polymers-12-00023],[@B11-polymers-12-00023]\]. Currently, there is an increase in the number of studies regarding ultra-hydrophobicity, as well as antiwetting surfaces because of their potential self-cleaning ability.

Fundamentally, a water contact angle higher than 150° and a sliding angle lower than 20° indicate a superhydrophobic surface \[[@B15-polymers-12-00023],[@B16-polymers-12-00023],[@B17-polymers-12-00023]\]. The surface wetting of the membrane can be reduced by two crucial methods, including modification of surface chemistry and enhancement of surface roughness. Optimization of operational conditions, such as pressure and temperature also can delay the wetting of the MD membranes. However, wetting and fouling of MD membranes are unavoidable. A diagrammatic representation of the feasible techniques for fabricating antiwetting surfaces is indicated in [Figure 3](#polymers-12-00023-f003){ref-type="fig"}.

Membrane pore wetting can be prevented by various methods which were suggested in much literature, and have been categorized into five major sections: (1) utilization of membrane adsorbents or laminations, (2) optimization of the operational conditions, (3) using composite membranes, (4) using asymmetric membranes, and (5) surface modification of polymeric membranes \[[@B10-polymers-12-00023],[@B18-polymers-12-00023]\]. This review paper provides a tutorial and comprehensive perspective of MD membranes with insights toward better understanding its drawbacks. Moreover, the current developments in membrane modification by utilizing nanoparticles (NPs), as well as superhydrophobic additives to improve wetting and fouling resistance are discussed. As far as the research challenges related to the utilization of superhydrophobic membrane surfaces are concerned, the wetting resistance of superhydrophobic membranes fabricated by various techniques, durability, mechanical and chemical stability, as well as geometrical modeling to understand their wetting behavior, are all thoroughly reviewed in this paper.

3. Geometrical Models for Predicting Wetting Behavior {#sec3-polymers-12-00023}
=====================================================

The water contact angle (CA) of a solid surface is an efficient way to measure the wettability of the surface. Hence, the hydrophobicity of a solid surface can be easily evaluated in terms of CA value. As far as wetting behavior of a membrane is concerned, it has been subdivided into two categories: (a) if the CA of the membrane surface corresponds to 90°--150°, it can be denoted as a hydrophobic surface; (b) if the CA of the membrane surface corresponds to \>150°, it can be indicated as superhydrophobic surface. It is crucial to construct rational mathematical or theoretical models to demonstrate the wetting behavior mechanism and establish mathematical model equations to predict the wetting behavior of a solid surface \[[@B19-polymers-12-00023],[@B20-polymers-12-00023]\].

3.1. Correlation of Contact Angle and Wetting of an Ideal Solid Surface {#sec3dot1-polymers-12-00023}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Most liquids wet the solid surfaces and exhibit a CA of water. In 1805, Thomas Young described the CA of a liquid drop on an ideal solid surface which is defined by the mechanical equilibrium of the drop under the action of three interfacial tensions. [Figure 4](#polymers-12-00023-f004){ref-type="fig"} indicates the equilibrium CA of a solid surface \[[@B21-polymers-12-00023],[@B22-polymers-12-00023]\]. Equation (1) can be referred to as Young's equation. where γ~LV~, γ~SV~, and γ~SL~ indicate the liquid-vapor, solid--vapor, and solid--liquid interfacial tensions, respectively, and θ is the CA.

While considering Young's equation for an ideal solid surface, the influences of surface roughness, chemical heterogeneity, swelling, and surface reconstruction are typically neglected. In general, complete wetting takes place when θ = 0 and typically occurs for liquids with lower surface tension *γ*~LV~ and on solids with high surface energy *γ*~SV~. When *γ*~SV~ \> *γ*~SL~, then 0° \< θ \< 90°, and when *γ*~SL~ \> *γ*~SV~, then 90° \< θ \< 180°. As per Young's equation, it is evident that the interfacial tension between the solid and liquid *γ*~SL~ is lower than *γ*~SV~ only when θ \< 90°; this occurs in the case of wetting. In contrast, *γ*~SL~ \> *γ*~SV~ can occur only when θ \> 90°; the area of contact of the liquid--solid interface will be minimized. In this case, the liquid behaves in a non-wetting manner because *γ*~LV~ is always finite and positive. Then, the non-wetting behavior reduces the total surface/interfacial energy of the liquid. Therefore, the water CA depends on the optimization of the contact area of the solid--liquid interface and liquid--air interface. Importantly, the wetting behavior of a liquid on an ideal solid substrate can also be demonstrated from the surface thermodynamics by analyzing the work of adhesion, thus, leading to Young's equation \[[@B23-polymers-12-00023],[@B24-polymers-12-00023],[@B25-polymers-12-00023]\]. [Table 2](#polymers-12-00023-t002){ref-type="table"} indicates co-relations between surface tension and the wetting of a solid.

Although these techniques for evaluating CA have been developed, these are not accurate enough to evaluate the wetting state of the membrane surfaces. CA analysis is a technique that uses image processing methodology, but it is prone to partial inaccuracies \[[@B26-polymers-12-00023]\]. Typically, while analyzing using optical devices, the area covered by the droplet close to the three-phase contact line is either blurred or distorted, due to optical errors, resulting in substantial inaccuracies, while identifying the tangent line and droplet shape \[[@B27-polymers-12-00023]\]. The errors in droplet shape and tangent line depend upon the resolution of the image. As per a previous report, it has been shown that an error of 1 μm in a baseline location may result in an inaccuracy of 10° in CA measurement \[[@B28-polymers-12-00023]\].

Eventually, the CA analysis has been adjudged as the key criterion for the evaluation of superhydrophobicity of the membrane surface, but it cannot act as the only tool for evaluating the antiwetting behavior. Thus, sliding angle analysis has been relatively developed. The superhydrophobic membranes with lower sliding angle demonstrate antiwetting and self-cleaning properties, where water droplets roll off with dirt and foulants. In contrast, the superhydrophobic membranes with higher sliding angle may not show the self-cleaning effect because of the high dragging of fluid flow \[[@B29-polymers-12-00023]\]. Interestingly, some researchers have observed that a membrane surface with a high CA does not always have a lower sliding angle, which depends on the weight of the water droplet when it begins to roll-off onto the inclined plate \[[@B30-polymers-12-00023]\]. An exceptional example can be cited based on the observation of Murase et al., who indicated that a fluoropolymer with a CA of 117° shows a higher sliding angle than a poly-dimethylsiloxane with the CA of 102° \[[@B31-polymers-12-00023]\].

It is important to establish a correlation between CA, sliding angle, surface energy, and wetting. To understand membrane wetting, it is necessary to understand the interplay between the dynamics of spreading and the surface energy components of solids and liquids. Typically, wetting can be defined as the interaction between a liquid that comes in contact with a solid surface in the air \[[@B32-polymers-12-00023]\]. A diagrammatic representation of the correlations between wetting state, CA, and wetting state as a function of the total surface energy is indicated in [Figure 5](#polymers-12-00023-f005){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates that lower spreading values demonstrate higher liquid repelling abilities, i.e., superhydrophobic behavior.

3.2. Wetting State of a Real Solid Surface {#sec3dot2-polymers-12-00023}
------------------------------------------

Typically, in order to demonstrate the water CA on a real solid surface, two models have been adopted---the Wenzel model and the Cassie--Baxter model. These models contradict the ideal solid surface because a real solid surface may possess surface roughness and chemical heterogeneity. Surface roughness with chemical homogeneity is considered in the Wenzel model, whereas chemical heterogeneity with a flat surface is considered in the Cassie--Baxter model. The surface roughness r in the Wenzel model is defined as the ratio of the actual area to the projected area of the surface \[[@B33-polymers-12-00023],[@B34-polymers-12-00023],[@B35-polymers-12-00023]\]. Mathematically, the Wenzel equation is given as Equation (2): where θ\* indicates the apparent water CA and θ~Y~ is the equilibrium water CA from Young's equation on an ideal solid surface without considering surface roughness. According to the Cassie--Baxter model, f~1~ represents the area fraction of the solid, whereas f~2~ represents the area fraction of air under a drop on the substrate. Mathematically, the Cassie--Baxter equation can be indicated, as mentioned in Equation (3) \[[@B36-polymers-12-00023],[@B37-polymers-12-00023],[@B38-polymers-12-00023]\]: where θ\* indicates the apparent water CA, θ~Y~ is the equilibrium water CA on the solid, and θ~Y~' is equivalent to 180°.

Typically, the surface wetting follows either the Cassie--Baxter wetting model or the Wenzel wetting model. In the Cassie--Baxter state, air trapped in the grooves between surface features forms a composite (air/solid) hydrophobic surface, leading to a larger contact angle compared to the contact angle θ with a flat surface. In contrast, in the Wenzel state, the liquid on the surface enters the grooves, leading to higher surface wettability, due to the increase in contact area \[[@B7-polymers-12-00023],[@B39-polymers-12-00023],[@B40-polymers-12-00023]\]. Therefore, it can be concluded from the Wenzel equation that surface roughness amplifies the wettability of the original surface. In other words, a hydrophilic surface becomes more hydrophilic, whereas a hydrophobic surface is more hydrophobic in nature. The area fraction under the water drop in the Cassie--Baxter model is crucial such that the larger the area fraction of air under a drop on the substrate, the higher the water CA \[[@B34-polymers-12-00023],[@B41-polymers-12-00023]\]. Even though the Wenzel and Cassie--Baxter mathematical models were proposed long ago, these models have been widely utilized to develop antiwetting or superhydrophobic surfaces \[[@B27-polymers-12-00023],[@B42-polymers-12-00023]\]. [Figure 6](#polymers-12-00023-f006){ref-type="fig"}a provides a pictorial representation of the Wenzel and Cassie--Baxter models. However, in some cases, the superhydrophobic coatings onto the MD membrane seem to be unstable because of poor adhesion or non-uniform distribution of nanoparticles onto the membrane macrostructure. [Figure 6](#polymers-12-00023-f006){ref-type="fig"}b indicates the chemical instability of the surface layer, due to the dissolution of the layer, as well as a change in the chemical composition. This state also shows the transformation of the Cassie--Baxter model to the Wenzel state.

4. Science and Engineering of Antiwetting Interfaces {#sec4-polymers-12-00023}
====================================================

In this section, fabrication techniques for antiwetting surfaces for MD application are reviewed. An important method to minimize surface wetting is to utilize superhydrophobic materials or coatings to coat the polymeric membrane. Typically, a superhydrophobic layer creates a layer of air between the feed stream and the surface, and thus, this specialized superhydrophobic surface prevents contact between the surface and the feed stream m \[[@B43-polymers-12-00023],[@B44-polymers-12-00023],[@B45-polymers-12-00023]\]. These antiwetting surfaces minimize the area of real contact between the membrane surface and feed stream, thus, maximizing wetting resistance. However, unfortunately, after long-term operation, the superhydrophobic surfaces may start to lose their antiwetting properties once exposed to the feed stream. Therefore, a proper approach to enhance stability in long-term operation is required. In addition, in some cases, unavoidable abrading forces cause the wetting model to be transformed from the Cassie--Baxter model to the Wenzel model, thereby enabling the liquid and solutes to penetrate the membrane pores and destroying the superhydrophobic property \[[@B46-polymers-12-00023],[@B47-polymers-12-00023]\]. Thus, durability or mechanical stability is an important factor that leads to a reduction in antiwetting features. The MD membranes must satisfy certain requirements enlisted in [Table 3](#polymers-12-00023-t003){ref-type="table"} with appropriate conditions to ensure high permeability with minimized wetting in the MD process. Before delving into the details of fabricating antiwetting surfaces, the basic fundamentals and factors affecting membrane wetting are discussed.

4.1. Basics of Wetting Issue in MD {#sec4dot1-polymers-12-00023}
----------------------------------

Typically, the performance of MDs fails because of the following reasons: (a) a decline in water flux, due to membrane fouling (external and internal fouling) and (b) membrane and pore wetting, where the liquid penetrates through the membrane pores and deteriorates the quality of the permeate \[[@B55-polymers-12-00023],[@B56-polymers-12-00023],[@B57-polymers-12-00023]\]. Membrane wetting is considered a serious issue because it contaminates the permeate. In addition, fouling may accelerate membrane wetting, thus, reducing vapor flux. Therefore, fouling and wetting are interrelated in the MD process. Membrane wetting leads to increased membrane fouling, and interestingly, membrane fouling results in the increased membrane and pore wetting. [Table 4](#polymers-12-00023-t004){ref-type="table"} indicates the prominent causes of MD membrane wetting. Inorganic foulants may lead to partial or full wetting because of pore blocking or pore clogging of inorganic crystals, which reduce permeate quality and damage pore structures \[[@B57-polymers-12-00023]\]. In contrast, organic foulants lead to predominant surface wetting because of absorption of organic matter onto the membrane surface and pores, which reduces permeate quality in terms of TOC \[[@B58-polymers-12-00023]\]. In addition, MD membrane wetting can occur because of continuous chemical degradation of the polymeric membrane, thus, forming hydrophilic chemical groups on the membrane surface. Furthermore, prolonged use of MD membrane may lead to loss of membrane hydrophobicity, resulting in deterioration of the chemical and mechanical stability which makes MD operation difficult. Moreover, membrane wetting also depends upon the composition of the feed stream. Typically, the surface tension of seawater solutions is higher than that of distilled water (72 mN·m^−1^). Thus, the possibility of wetting membrane pores and surfaces in low when seawater solutions are used. However, when the feed stream consists of organic solutes or surfactants, the surface tension steeply decreases. Importantly, if the surfactant concentration is higher than a critical value, membrane wetting will occur \[[@B59-polymers-12-00023]\].

As mentioned in [Table 4](#polymers-12-00023-t004){ref-type="table"}, membrane wetting can also be demonstrated in terms of liquid entry pressure (LEP). LEP can be defined as the minimum transmembrane pressure required for the feed solution to penetrate through the membrane pores. The LEP value should be as high as possible. This condition can be achieved by increasing the average CA and decreasing the pore size range \[[@B63-polymers-12-00023],[@B64-polymers-12-00023]\]. Mathematically, LEP can be expressed as indicated in Equation (4) \[[@B65-polymers-12-00023]\]: $${LEP} = \frac{- 2\mathbf{\gamma}_{\mathbf{L}}\ \mathbf{\cos}\mathbf{\theta}}{\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{\max}}}$$ where γ~L~ indicates the surface tension of the feed stream, θ represents the water CA, and *r*~max~ the maximal membrane pore radius.

4.2. Factors Affecting Membrane Wetting {#sec4dot2-polymers-12-00023}
---------------------------------------

In this section, the factors affecting membrane wetting are reviewed. Basically, operational conditions, membrane properties, and solution chemistry are the main factors that influence membrane wetting, as well as fouling in the MD process. Flowrate and operating pressure are most prominent operational conditions, whereas membrane properties, such as thickness, pore size distribution, porosity, and surface energy may influence the wetting and fouling in the MD process \[[@B66-polymers-12-00023],[@B67-polymers-12-00023]\]. Temperature, pH, and presence of dissolved gases, are typical factors of wetting based on solution chemistry. As per the dynamics of the MD process, the system must meet the following criteria \[[@B68-polymers-12-00023]\]. [Table 5](#polymers-12-00023-t005){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the prominent criteria for improved MD performance in terms of wetting and fouling resistance conditions.

4.3. Feasible Techniques to Fabricate Antiwetting Surfaces {#sec4dot3-polymers-12-00023}
----------------------------------------------------------

Typically, the fabrication of antiwetting and superhydrophobic surfaces requires surface roughening at the micro or nanostructure level followed by a surface modification which would result in lower surface energy. Some methodologies, such as deep coating, chemical etching, spray coating, and solution-immersion utilize various coating agents for surface modification of the MD membrane after roughening of the surface, whereas other techniques, such as laser electrodeposition and template deposition do not require surface modification \[[@B77-polymers-12-00023],[@B78-polymers-12-00023],[@B79-polymers-12-00023]\]. A facile, economical, less time consuming, and mechanically stable approach is crucial for the casting process. In addition, features, such as chemical stability, fouling resistance, and durability of the superhydrophobic surfaces have been achieved via various techniques. For desalination in the MD process, the basic mechanism for fabricating antifouling and antiwetting surfaces involves the formation of an air layer onto the surface. This prevents corrosive ions, such as chloride, dirt particles, and other foulants from invading the membrane surface. This can be explained based on hierarchical structures that can easily trap a considerable amount of air within the valleys between the roughened membrane surface when an ultrahydrophobic surface comes in contact with foulants \[[@B80-polymers-12-00023]\]. This above-mentioned phenomenon has been diagrammatically explained in [Figure 7](#polymers-12-00023-f007){ref-type="fig"}.

In this section, membrane fabrication techniques, such as electrospinning, phase inversion, and mechanical stretching are critically reviewed to understand the basic fundamentals for fabricating antiwetting surfaces for MD application. Moreover, membrane modification methodologies, such as blending or coating, plasma treatment, and chemical vapor deposition have also been demonstrated, which are generally combined with the above-mentioned fabrication techniques to produce superhydrophobic membrane surfaces. The commonly used techniques have been categorized into two parts---(a) wet chemical processes and (b) dry physical processes. Under wet chemical processes, various techniques, such as sol--gel process, electrospinning, and phase inversion have been elaborated in this section. The state-of-art methodologies for each technique have been presented. Dry physical processes typically include heating, extruding, annealing, and stretching. For example, plasma treatment for membrane modification can be cited as an example of the dry physical process. In this section, membrane fabrication techniques for producing MD membranes have been explored, and then, various membrane modification techniques to fabricate specialized antiwetting membrane surfaces with hierarchical nano/microstructures or lower surface energy are indicated.

### 4.3.1. Feasible Membrane Fabrication Techniques for MD Membranes {#sec4dot3dot1-polymers-12-00023}

In this section, various feasible membrane fabrications methodologies have been thoroughly reviewed in terms of advancements, and novel case studies applied with different membrane surface modifications are discussed. Electrospinning, phase inversion, and mechanical stretching methods are described with high scientific discussions for casting hydrophobic and antiwetting MD membranes.

#### Electrospinning Technique for Membrane Fabrication

Electrospinning is an efficient method for fabricating non-woven nanofibrous layers with high surface roughness and high porosity. Basically, electrospinning set-up consists of three major components: (1) a high-voltage supplier, (2) a syringe/capillary tube with needles, and (3) a metal collecting roller. In this technique, a high voltage is used to create an electrically charged jet of the polymer solution, so that, just before reaching the collecting roller, the solution jet evaporates and simultaneously solidifies, and then collected as an interconnected web of small fibers \[[@B81-polymers-12-00023]\]. Typically, electrospinning is a versatile method for fabrication of constant nanofibrous with high surface bumpiness which leads to increased hydrophobicity. Even superhydrophobic membranes were fabricated by lowering the surface energy of the composite membrane \[[@B82-polymers-12-00023]\]. The polymer structures fabricated by electrospinning offer a high surface area to pore volume ratio, a high surface area, and good mechanical stability. Superhydrophobic polymer-based siloxane mats can be fabricated via electrospinning which can be further used in the MD process for enhanced performance in terms of water flux and salt rejection \[[@B83-polymers-12-00023],[@B84-polymers-12-00023]\]. However, to utilize these membranes on a larger scale, membrane pore size, porosity, surface roughness, and SiO~2~ composition must be optimized for long-term MD performance. A schematic flow chart diagram of electrospun membranes is shown in [Figure 8](#polymers-12-00023-f008){ref-type="fig"}.

Tijing et al. prepared a novel electrospun nanofibrous membrane with nanofillers for MD application. In this study, a superhydrophobic electrospun nanofibrous membrane was cased using polyvinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PcH). In addition, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were utilized in different concentrations as nanofillers to improve the hydrophobic and mechanical properties of the membrane. The dual-layer concept was applied using two cohesive layers comprising a thin CNT-PcH top active layer and a thick PcH supportive bottom layer. Interestingly, the overall outcomes demonstrate that the water CA increases up to 158° after doping with CNTs because of increased surface roughness \[[@B63-polymers-12-00023]\].

Khayet et al. modified the surface of a PSF nanofibrous layer by surface segregation. In this study, 6 wt % fluorinated polyurethane additive (FPA) was added to the polysulfone (PSF) blend via electrospinning. During the electrospinning process, FPA underwent spontaneous surface segregation leading to specialized nanofibers with enhanced superhydrophobicity because of the presence of a fluorine-rich surface. These electrospun nanofibrous membranes were tested for desalination application in the MD process, and a stable water flux was achieved \[[@B85-polymers-12-00023]\]. Dong et al. demonstrated that a ultrahydrophobic composite membrane could be fabricated by combining an electrospun PVDF and PTFE nanofibrous scaffold doped with a microporous PTFE micro-powder. Interestingly, it was found that the CA changes from 130° to 151° by changing the PTFE micro-powder concentration in the dope solutions from 0 wt % to 12 wt %. A CA of 151° was observed because of the micro and nano level hierarchical structures onto the membrane surface \[[@B86-polymers-12-00023]\]. Furthermore, Su et al. obtained similar results based on a combination of electrospraying and electrospinning, wherein a porous membrane with superhydrophobic features was cast through simultaneous electrospraying of silica/DMAc colloids and electrospinning of PVDF/DMAc solutions. The novel hybrid membrane with micro and nano hierarchical structures showed an increased CA of 160° and a lower sliding angle of 3°. In addition, this novel hybrid membrane showed excellent membrane performance in MD operation \[[@B87-polymers-12-00023]\].

A robust superhydrophobic electrospun nanofibrous membrane can only be designed on the basis of the three criteria in [Table 6](#polymers-12-00023-t006){ref-type="table"}. In addition, there are several important factors that must be considered, while fabricating antiwetting electrospun nanofibrous surfaces: (a) A combination of lower surface energy and hierarchical structure is equally important; (b) hydrophobic treatment of the polymeric nanofibrous mats must be consistent, and uniform; and (c) the interconnected pore structures should not be damaged during application \[[@B77-polymers-12-00023],[@B88-polymers-12-00023]\].

Although there are numerous advantages of electrospinning for the fabrication of superhydrophobic antiwetting surfaces, there are certain limitations where more research and development is required: The longevity of electrospun surfaces requires some improvement to prevent observed flaking or pops after the heat transfer tests \[[@B92-polymers-12-00023]\].The electrospun polymer coatings onto the desired substrates possess a higher thickness, and this results in higher mass transfer resistance \[[@B93-polymers-12-00023]\].

#### Phase Inversion Membrane Casting Technique

The mechanism and state-of-art of phase inversion technique are reviewed for producing antiwetting and superhydrophobic MD membrane surfaces. Typically, phase inversion is a de-mixing process where a homogeneous polymeric solution phase is changed into a solid phase under optimum conditions. The process of membrane fabrication by phase inversion has been demonstrated in three steps \[[@B94-polymers-12-00023],[@B95-polymers-12-00023]\]: First, polymer pellets are dissolved in a particular organic solvent to form a polymeric casting solution, which is then cast on a flat plate up to the desired thickness with a knife casting device.Next, the semi-liquid film is cast onto the plate and is allowed to be immersed in a nonsolvent bath for precipitation.Finally, a polymeric film is rapidly formed with an asymmetric structure because of the exchange of solvent and nonsolvent across the interface, which can be explained based on the absorption of water molecules by the polymeric substrate and simultaneous loss of solvent. [Figure 9](#polymers-12-00023-f009){ref-type="fig"} indicates the phase inversion concept utilized for fabricating self-cleaning membrane surfaces for MD application.

Before selecting polymers for fabrication of superhydrophobic membranes via phase inversion, the materials must fulfill the following criteria: (1) highly hydrophobic polymer materials should be selected, (2) the materials should be easily available, and fabrication and assembly should be simple, (3) the feed stream liquid and polymeric membrane surface must be compatible, and (4) operating conditions must be optimized \[[@B96-polymers-12-00023],[@B97-polymers-12-00023]\].

Munirasu et al. have fabricated a superhydrophobic PVDF membrane via the phase inversion technique using alcohols, such as ethanol and methanol as nonsolvent on non-woven support. In this study, subsequent mechanical scratching was applied to induce superhydrophobic behavior of the whole membrane surface. The superhydrophobic features of the PVDF membrane are due to the sponge-like interconnected fibrous microstructure \[[@B98-polymers-12-00023]\]. Ray et al. fabricated a newly designed antiwetting membrane surface via phase inversion composed of octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS) by doping carbon black (CB) into a PVDF solution. OTMSs were analyzed to be an ideal agent for increasing the superhydrophobic features of the PVDF membrane. The composite membrane was found to be ultrahydrophobic with a CA of more than 150° and showed high membrane performance in terms of salt rejection and water flux. In addition, the casted membrane was reused after physical cleaning to evaluate wetting resistance \[[@B44-polymers-12-00023]\]. In another interesting study, Wu et al. developed a superhydrophobic membrane where the PVDF solution was doped with hydroxyl rich silica particles via phase inversion. The increased CA is due to the improved surface roughness, where silica particles acted as the nuclei for crystallization. Additionally, the 3-D growth of polymer-based spherulites was due to the hydrogen bond created between the hydroxyl groups and PVDF polymeric chains. The water flux increased to 2.7 times that of the virgin membranes in the MD process \[[@B99-polymers-12-00023]\]. Interestingly, Xiao et al. demonstrated the combined effect of phase inversion and plasma treatment resulting in a superhydrophobic membrane surface. A new hybrid superhydrophobic PVDF membrane with micro-pillar arrays (MP-PVDF) using a micro-molding phase separation (μPS) method was thoroughly investigated. Consequently, the fabricated membrane indicated a CA of 166° and a sliding angle of 15°. However, after CF~4~ plasma treatment, the modified superhydrophobic membrane indicated a lower sliding angle of 3.0°. Furthermore, the fabricated membrane showed less scaling and fouling during long-term operation in the MD process \[[@B100-polymers-12-00023]\].

Typically, the phase inversion technique can be applied to fabricate flat sheet membranes, as well as hollow fiber membranes. For instance, flat sheet membranes can be fabricated when a polymeric solution is cast onto a flat glass, and is then immersed in a precipitation bath. The structural characteristics of the pores of the fabricated flat sheet membrane depend on the rate of exchange of the organic solvent and non-solvent (e.g., water) \[[@B101-polymers-12-00023]\]. In contrast, hollow fiber membranes fabricated via phase inversion involve the extrusion of the polymeric solution, coagulation, and sintering of the precipitated hollow fiber. Based on superhydrophobic linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE), Yuan et al. prepared and eventually analyzed antiwetting features and mechanical stability \[[@B102-polymers-12-00023]\]. Initially, polymeric pellets were dissolved in xylene and cast onto a flat glass substrate, where it was kept to dry. After maintaining at 120 °C, a consistent and uniform LLDPE membrane surface was obtained with a CA of 102°. Eventually, to enhance the CA, the roughness of the membrane surface was increased by drying at a temperature of 5--10 °C. Typically, with regard to surface chemistry, slow evaporation of the solvent occurs because of low temperature, thus, resulting in phase inversion and forming pores onto the surface of LLPDE. Interestingly, the CA increased to 127°. However, to form a superhydrophobic surface, the membrane surface roughness needs to be increased by applying ethanol to the LLDPE solution. In this process, ethanol acts as a precipitator and aggregates some portion of LLPDE, which again act as nuclei for further LLPDE aggregation. This leads to further phase inversion and an increase in membrane surface roughness. Thus, a CA of 153° and a sliding angle of 10° can be achieved. This indicates the property of the self-cleaning surface, and the membrane was found to be mechanically and chemically stable.

#### Mechanical Stretching for Hollow Fiber Membrane Fabrication

The stretching technique is appropriate for crystalline polymers, such as PP, PTFE, and PE. Typically, stretching of membranes can be considered one of the cheapest methods. In this technique, the polymer is generally stretched either uniaxially or biaxially in the direction of the extrusion to produce an extruded foil or membrane. As a result, the crystalline portions are located parallel to the extrusion direction. The polymeric membrane causes micro ruptures because of the exerted mechanical stress onto the polymeric membrane \[[@B96-polymers-12-00023]\]. Therefore, a porous polymeric membrane is produced with a pore size in the range of 0.1 µm to 1 µm. Many new studies have revealed that membrane stretching can be utilized as an alternative to enhance membrane pore size, physical and surface chemistry, and porosity. There are some crucial parameters that must be considered: (a) type of stretching mode (whether uniaxial or biaxial), (b) tensile force of stretching, (c) rate of stretching, and (d) heat treatment. In general, optimal heat treatment is applied during membrane stretching, which can ensure the porous structure of the membrane and can stabilize the mechanical properties of the fabricated membrane. Likewise, Wang et al. \[[@B103-polymers-12-00023]\] prepared a polymeric hollow fiber membrane by utilizing paste extrusion and stretching, followed by heat pressing treatment. A typical flowchart diagram has been presented in [Figure 10](#polymers-12-00023-f010){ref-type="fig"} to demonstrate the fabrication of hydrophobic polymeric hollow fiber membrane by stretching.

Typically, hollow fiber MD membranes are cast by the mechanical stretching technique. Mechanical stretching is not only a difficult process, but also cannot fabricate membrane surfaces with a narrow pore size and high porosity. Controlling the operational parameters is crucial to cast membranes with high permeability. Kurumada et al. demonstrated changes in pore structure after uniaxial and biaxial mechanical stretching of the membrane and interestingly observed that uniaxial stretching resulted in island-like structures, whereas biaxial stretching resulted in lattice-like porous structures \[[@B104-polymers-12-00023]\]. In other studies, asymmetric heat treatment during mechanical stretching improved the porosity of the membrane and minimized the pore size range \[[@B105-polymers-12-00023]\]. Another example of surface modification for achieving superhydrophobicity is the fabrication of membranes via extrusion. Huang et al. reported unique structures fabricated from a mixture of a PTFE emulsion and a PVA aqueous solution. Micro and nanostructures were created by PTFE crystallization on PTFE membranes, which showed superhydrophobic characteristics with a CA of 155° and a sliding angle of 8°. During this process, the micro level structures aggregates forming the crystalline phase, whereas the nano level structures created the amorphous phase. Interestingly, water flux in the VMD process improved with the enhancement in average pore size when the PTFE membrane was subjected to stretching \[[@B106-polymers-12-00023]\]. Earlier, Fang et al. reported the fabrication of highly hydrophobic porous alumina ceramic hollow fiber membranes via extrusion and sintering for MD application. The authors transformed the surface chemistry from hydrophilic to hydrophobic by grafting fluoroalkylsilane onto the surface of hollow fiber membranes. The average pore size was found to be 0.7 µm, which is comparable to a commercial membrane. The fabricated hollow fiber membranes were applied in the VMD process to analyze the performance. Interestingly, it was observed that the salt rejection and water flux were recovered after continuous water washing and drying \[[@B107-polymers-12-00023]\].

### 4.3.2. Membrane Surface Modification Methodologies {#sec4dot3dot2-polymers-12-00023}

To achieve superhydrophobicity and antiwetting membrane surfaces, membrane modification is an essential step. Blending or coating, commonly called sol--gel processing, is considered the most feasible method for enhancing the hydrophobicity of MD membranes using various additives, which form a 3-D sol--gel network system onto the membrane. Apart from this, plasma treatment and chemical vapor deposition techniques are also explored for MD membrane modification. Furthermore, few novel case studies have applied various membrane fabrication techniques, which are discussed here.

#### Blending or Coating for Antiwetting Membrane Surfaces

Blending or coating has been extensively applied for fabrication of antiwetting and superhydrophobic membranes because it can provide a rough surface for the membrane. This technique may involve inorganic silica and organically-modified silanes, which create a 3-D sol--gel network system \[[@B108-polymers-12-00023]\]. By incorporating organically-modified or functionalized silanes or inorganic silica nanoparticles, wetting resistance, good mechanical properties, and good adhesion can be easily achieved. In general, adhesive properties can be achieved by forming a covalent bond between the surface coatings and the substrate under optimal conditions. Additionally, organic components as precursors may help achieve the desired membrane surface roughness for enhancing the superhydrophobicity \[[@B109-polymers-12-00023]\]. [Figure 11](#polymers-12-00023-f011){ref-type="fig"} indicates a thorough protocol for fabricating superhydrophobic MD membranes involved in the sol--gel process, followed by surface coating.

Superhydrophobic and antiwetting surfaces were fabricated by doping organic fluoroalkyl silane in hybrid sol--gel matrix consisting of silica nanoparticles \[[@B110-polymers-12-00023]\]. However, sometimes the CA fails to achieve 150° in the case of flat and smooth surface coated with fluoroalkyl silane. In addition, fluoroalkyl silane is more expensive than other required materials. Hence, the surface roughness produced by silica nanoparticles has a key role in the fabrication of antiwetting and superhydrophobic MD membranes \[[@B111-polymers-12-00023]\]. Recently, Ray et al. demonstrated the successful fabrication of a triple-layered MD membrane consisting of a top ultrahydrophobic layer onto a polypropylene mat via sol--gel processing of octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS), and the bottom layer was fabricated with a hydrophilic poly(vinyl alcohol) polymer via the phase inversion technique. Interestingly, the triple-layered membrane exhibited superhydrophobicity, with an average CA of more than 150°, and showed high membrane performance in terms of permeability and salt rejection \[[@B64-polymers-12-00023]\]. Similarly, Wang et al. modified polypropylene membranes by embedding SiO~2~ nanoparticles along with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane, which showed lower surface energy. In this study, SiO~2~ nanoparticles were deposited via in-situ sol--gel processing to form a rough surface onto the PP membrane. The overall results demonstrated excellent antiwetting and antifouling performance in the VMD process to treat high strength seawater. Furthermore, the fouling rate decreased to 20% in the case of superhydrophobic composite membrane compared with that of the original membrane \[[@B112-polymers-12-00023]\]. The coating technique has been applied to fabricate electrospun nanofibrous membrane for producing superhydrophobic MD membranes. For example, Dizge et al. cast a superhydrophobic membrane by growing SiNPs onto cellulosic fibers by utilizing an in-situ sol--gel processing technique. Eventually, the SiNPs grafted onto the cellulosic nanofiber were coated with fluoroalkylsilane to lower the surface energy of the composite membrane. The fabricated membrane showed high performance in terms of wetting resistance and indicated stable water flux in MD operation of 10 hours \[[@B112-polymers-12-00023]\]. Similarly, Liao et al. fabricated a dual layered superhydrophobic membrane consisting of PVDF incorporated with silica nanoparticles for desalination in the MD process \[[@B90-polymers-12-00023],[@B113-polymers-12-00023]\]. Interestingly, these membranes performed much better in terms of water flux, as well as rejection rates compared with the virgin electrospun nanofibrous membranes. The incorporation of certain nanoparticles or silane-modified/coated nanoparticles transforms the hydrophobic membranes to superhydrophobic ones; hence, it helps in the prevention of membrane wetting and fouling in the MD process. A brief summary of nanoparticle incorporated membranes for MD application is demonstrated in [Table 7](#polymers-12-00023-t007){ref-type="table"}.

In the MD process, high permeation without surface or pore wetting, proper pore size range (with high salt rejection) and with tortuosity close to one (cylindrical) is highly desired \[[@B123-polymers-12-00023]\]. Due to this, nanofillers based membrane gained much attention for their high functionality and selectivity. For example, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered to be one of the most promising nanomaterials/nanofillers for membrane fabrication because they can modify the membrane's architecture to achieve efficient physical/chemical properties \[[@B124-polymers-12-00023],[@B125-polymers-12-00023],[@B126-polymers-12-00023]\]. In other words, it can also be regarded as mixed matrix membranes (MMMs). In general, MMMs are a new-generation membrane for water and gas purification applications and became an emerging composite material for research and development in both academic and industrial interests because of unique properties of inorganic fillers. In addition to that, this concept is based on high selectivity of the dispersed fillers, desirable mechanical properties, and economical processability of polymers \[[@B127-polymers-12-00023],[@B128-polymers-12-00023]\]. Typically, the inorganic nanofillers are found to be porous molecular sieve-type materials, which includes carbon molecular sieves and zeolites, etc. Recent literature has reported the development of a novel type of MMMs hydrophobic hollow fiber membrane, as well as superhydrophobic flat sheet membrane with nanosized pores to improve the desalination performance in the MD process \[[@B129-polymers-12-00023],[@B130-polymers-12-00023]\].

Spray-deposition can be considered a simple process designed for industrial coatings. The spray-deposition technique has been used to fabricate antiwetting and superhydrophobic surfaces by optimizing the concentration of the precursor and spraying conditions to achieve a binary micro/nanostructure \[[@B131-polymers-12-00023]\]. Zhang et al. produced antiwetting and superhydrophobic hollow fiber membranes by spray-deposition for MD application. Interestingly, antiwetting effects and a higher mass transfer flux were achieved by these fabricated hollow fiber superhydrophobic membranes \[[@B108-polymers-12-00023],[@B132-polymers-12-00023]\]. Thus, the spray deposition technique can be followed minutely for further research and developments of antiwetting and superhydrophobic surfaces.

#### Plasma Treatment for Membrane Surface Modification

Plasma treatment is a dry physical process that involves physical, as well as chemical interaction of the active species onto the polymeric surface. Typically, plasma treatment involves post-treatment for surface modification of the polymeric membrane to achieve the desired characteristics without transforming the membrane matrix or composition of the membrane. This process consists of adsorption and polymerization of the ionized gas on the membrane surface \[[@B133-polymers-12-00023]\]. [Figure 12](#polymers-12-00023-f012){ref-type="fig"} indicates the mechanism involved in plasma polymerization for thin-film deposition. During plasma treatment, initially, a target monomer is evaporated and pumped into a chamber under vacuum conditions. Then, a lamp is used to ionize the monomer molecules, resulting in the cleavage of monomer molecules to generate free and active electrons, ions, molecules, and radicals. These free and active electrons, ions, molecules, and radicals are adsorbed, condensed, and polymerized onto the surface of the membranes. The free and active electrons, as well as ions, undergo cross-linking among the deposited molecules, which slowly harden to create a dense coating layer. However, there is a high possibility for the free and active electrons, ions, molecules, and radicals to penetrate into the polymeric chains through the pores of the membrane. Thus, the polymeric membrane needs to be pretreated using argon plasma to ensure the membrane surface is free from dust particles \[[@B134-polymers-12-00023]\]. In addition, adsorption or polymerization of contaminants can also be avoided by this pre-treatment process.

Basically, CF~4~ plasma treatment can be considered a versatile technique to enhance membrane hydrophobicity without decreasing permeate water flux in the MD process. Woo et al. developed an omniphobic membrane surface by electrospinning followed by CF~4~ plasma treatment \[[@B135-polymers-12-00023]\]. In this study, nanofibrous membranes were treated with CF~4~ plasma and the reduction in surface energy by the growth of new CF~2~--CF~2~ and CF~3~ interactions were observed. After CF~4~ plasma treatment for 15 min under controlled conditions, the average CA improved from 133° to 160°, demonstrating a good enhancement in hydrophobicity. Recently, Lee et al. modified PVDF membranes via plasma treatment followed by hydroxylation of the PVDF membrane surface through the Fenton reaction and growth of microparticles onto the membrane surface. In this case, plasma treatment was used to maximize the surface pore size and further enhance the hydrophobicity of the membrane surface. During this process, a dried PVDF membrane was placed in the plasma apparatus using O~2~ and Ar gases. The PVDF membrane surface was maintained at 150 W for 60 s. The overall outcomes suggest that the modified PVDF membrane with enlarged pore size distribution exhibited stable flux and good antiwetting properties \[[@B136-polymers-12-00023]\].

In another interesting study, the researchers attempted to change the hydrophilic property to hydrophobic property via plasma treatment. Wei et al. used CF~4~ plasma modification technique to transform hydrophilic membranes into a hydrophobic membrane for MD application. The plasma treatment conditions were optimized with respect to the treatment period and plasma glow discharge power utilizing the PES polymeric membrane. During this process, CF~4~ plasma treatment exhibited partial etching along with moderate fluorination effect, which enhanced the hydrophobicity of the membrane surface. The results suggested that high vapor flux has been achieved because of the high porosity of the base membrane \[[@B137-polymers-12-00023]\]. Another study demonstrated the use of plasma treatment for improving the superhydrophobic character of the membrane surface. Tian et al. have fabricated a flat sheet PSF membrane, blended with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) polymers by dual-bath coagulation phase inversion. Superhydrophobic features were achieved after CF4 plasma treatment. This study demonstrated the fabrication of PSF membranes with a high pore interconnective structure and low tortuosity. In addition, the modified membranes showed 2.5 times higher water flux as compared to PVDF commercial membranes when applied in the MD process \[[@B138-polymers-12-00023]\].

The plasma treatment process mainly depends on the following few factors: (a) Monomer type, (b) intensity of lamp, (c) flow rate of gas, (d) operation duration, and € pressure \[[@B135-polymers-12-00023],[@B139-polymers-12-00023]\]. Interestingly, plasma treatment can be utilized for wetting resistance. Hydrophilic PES membranes can be transformed into hydrophobic PES membranes with a significant increment in CA utilizing tetrafluoromethane (CF~4~) plasma modification, which forms a fluorinated layer onto the modified membrane surface. Furthermore, it was observed that tetrafluoromethane plasma treatment allowed a significant improvement in the water CA compared with virgin PE membranes. [Table 8](#polymers-12-00023-t008){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the basic advantages of plasma treatment for the fabrication of functionalized hydrophobic membranes for improved MD application. However, for the first time, plasma treatment needs expensive equipment.

#### Chemical Vapor Deposition for Membrane Modification

In this section, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is thoroughly reviewed. Typically, CVD is a commonly utilized material-processing technology that involves coating of a solid thin film on the desired surface. CVD is a continuous process of chemical reactions involving gaseous reactants and is performed on or near the vicinity of a heated substrate surface. CVD offers structural control at the nanometer scale \[[@B144-polymers-12-00023]\]. CVD can be used for membrane to produce hydrophobic membranes by dip-coating in an organosilane-based solution, as shown in [Figure 13](#polymers-12-00023-f013){ref-type="fig"}. There are certain crucial parameters that must be considered, while executing the CVD process: (1) Organosilane type, (2) organosilane concentration, (3) boiling point of solvent and organosilane, (4) duration of grafting, and (5) vessel type or volume of vessel to be used \[[@B145-polymers-12-00023],[@B146-polymers-12-00023]\]. Although there are numerous advantages of the CVD technique for fabrication of hydrophobic functionalized membranes, it also possesses certain limitations ([Table 9](#polymers-12-00023-t009){ref-type="table"}).

Warsinger et al. fabricated a superhydrophobic polymeric membrane by initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD) of perfluorodecyl acrylate onto PVDF membrane and used the membranes to investigate the effects of surface energy on wetting and fouling propensity. In this study, air layers were maintained onto the membrane surface and significantly minimized fouling. The introduction of air layers was sufficient enough to displace the fouling gels; hence, it decreased the area of contact of the feed stream with the membrane surface, and finally, it improved the superhydrophobic feature in the Cassie--Baxter form. Thus, the combined effect of air recharging and superhydrophobicity minimized fouling onto the membrane surface \[[@B147-polymers-12-00023]\].

Earlier, Huang et al. fabricated a novel Janus membrane to overcome the issue of wetting and fouling in the MD process to desalinate a hypersaline brine solution stream containing both hydrophobic foulants, as well as amphiphilic wetting agents. In this study, a positively charged electrospun nanofibrous layer of CTAB/PVDF-HFP was fabricated, and then, the nanofibrous substrate was coated with SiNPs via dip coating followed by CVD for further fluorination. The SiNPs were fluorinated via CVD by exposing the substrate coated with nanoparticles to 0.15 mL of fluoroalkylsilane under vacuum condition at 100 °C for 1 day. During the MD process, visual inspection revealed that the unmodified PVDF/HFP membrane was significantly fouled after 10 h operation. In contrast, the Janus membranes showed stable performance in terms of water flux and salt rejection in MD operation \[[@B148-polymers-12-00023]\]. In another interesting study, Servi et al. demonstrated the impact of iCVD layering on membrane performance and LEP. The authors confirmed that the overall water flux of MD membranes could be increased when the iCVD film thickness is decreased. In this study, iCVD was utilized, followed by track-etched treatment to fabricate polycarbonate membranes. Furthermore, this dual-layered membrane successfully maximized the LEP value of the fabricated membrane. In addition, the base layer was sized to reduce iCVD film thickness resulting in increased permeability. The author observed that film thickness must be minimized, while focusing on the development of surface coating \[[@B149-polymers-12-00023]\].

Therefore, for fabricating superhydrophobic membrane surfaces, lower surface energy-based component vapors are applied onto the membrane surface to create a top thin, rough layer and antiwetting surface. In addition, CVD can control the crystallinity of the surface coated polymers which are tuned by optimizing the deposition conditions. These above-mentioned optimization conditions over the orientation of the polymer chain can influence the topography of the membrane surface \[[@B144-polymers-12-00023]\].

### 4.3.3. Overall Perspective {#sec4dot3dot3-polymers-12-00023}

In this section, a brief comparative study of various feasible methodologies for producing antiwetting surfaces is presented ([Table 10](#polymers-12-00023-t010){ref-type="table"}a,b). Commonly used techniques to generate rough surfaces onto MD membranes for the creation of antiwetting and superhydrophobic membranes include blending or coating methods, electrospinning techniques, phase inversion techniques, plasma treatment, and CVD. These above-mentioned techniques can be categorized into two---wet chemical processes, as well as dry physical methods. Particularly, these techniques are differentiated in terms of surface roughness, operational time duration, and overall outcome.

Furthermore, superhydrophobic materials have a huge potential for application in the field of antifouling, antiwetting, and self-cleaning. Recent studies suggest that many novel superhydrophobic membranes have been fabricated with good antifouling properties with incorporated biocidal species or components. The higher the hydrophobicity, the better is the self-cleaning ability because the membrane avoids the spreading of water onto the surface \[[@B111-polymers-12-00023],[@B155-polymers-12-00023]\]. Nature is one of the best sources of inspiration for researchers to fabricate superhydrophobic and self-cleaning functional surfaces for improved MD performance. The self-cleaning features of MD membranes involve a combination of high surface roughness and lower surface energy, which also demonstrates the Lotus effect \[[@B156-polymers-12-00023],[@B157-polymers-12-00023]\]. Thus, the low sliding angle and high-water CA leads to a superhydrophobic membrane surface. [Figure 14](#polymers-12-00023-f014){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the self-cleaning mechanism of a superhydrophobic membrane.

In an interesting study, Deng et al. demonstrated a novel hybrid bilayered membrane composed of a superhydrophobic active layer of an amorphous PP and an electrospun nanofibrous PVDF support layer which exhibited a low sliding angle. This bilayered composite membrane was fabricated by a simple vacuum filtration method. The superhydrophobic amorphous PP layer offers an extra barrier to membrane wetting. In addition, the interconnected PVDF nanofibrous layer offers an excellent pathway for vapor flux which results in better DCMD performance. This study attempted to mimic the lotus effect by fabricating a specialized hierarchical structure to demonstrate the self-cleaning ability of the membrane. Notably, the sliding angle of the amorphous PP/PVDF membrane was found to be less than 10°, indicating that the self-cleaning ability of the composite membrane is similar to the lotus effect, which is beneficial for eradicating foulants on the membrane surface. This outcome is due to the combined effect of constructed hierarchical rough surface and low surface energy of amorphous PP. Finally, the composite membrane performed well in terms of stable water flux (50 LMH) and high salt rejection in the DCMD process for 50 h \[[@B158-polymers-12-00023]\].

Now, based on comparative study between phase inversion, electrospinning and mechanical stretching, [Table 11](#polymers-12-00023-t011){ref-type="table"} indicates the membrane performance in terms of permeate flux and salt rejection of polymeric membranes fabricated by three various techniques. In short, it can be concluded that, these methodologies seem to be efficient for long term performance as the fabricated membranes could achieve maximum salt rejection.

As far as the selectivity and permeability of MD processes is concerned, the selection of a particular type of MD configuration depends upon the flux, volatility and the permeate composition, whereas, the MD membranes are selected on the basis of their heat transfer and mass transfer characteristics, with selectivity controlled by conventional distillation involving the relative vapor pressures of feed components and operating conditions. Typically, for better selectivity, a hydrophobic porous membrane is tailored so as to have a pore size range of 0.1 to 1µm. Recent research and developments showed excellent selective permeability towards various components. For instance, a sub-micron thin graphene oxide (GO) membrane can retain all gases and liquids through the membrane except water molecules \[[@B161-polymers-12-00023]\]. However, for a given feed stream and membrane type, the wetting tendency can be minimized by choosing proper conditions of temperature and flow rate. Coming to the next point, the prominent barrier in the utilization of polymeric MD membranes in industrial applications is their intrinsic trade-off relationship between selectivity and permeability. Some inorganic membranes, such as zeolite and carbon molecular sieves exhibit maximum permeability and selectivity compared to polymeric membranes, but these inorganic membranes are expensive and pose a difficulty for large-scale manufacturing. Thus, it is recommended to use an alternate cost-effective membrane in a position above the trade-off curves between permeability and selectivity.

5. Research Challenges and Future Perspectives {#sec5-polymers-12-00023}
==============================================

Although MD is a versatile separation process that has been widely utilized at the lab-scale, it has not been implemented at the industrial level. Thus, more research must be focused on scaling up of the MD process, followed by membrane modification for improved MD performance. Antiwetting or superhydrophobic surfaces have considerable potential in terms of water flux and rejection for use in MD applications. With regard to the research challenges, antiwetting or superhydrophobic surfaces need to be designed to be reproducible, scalable, and economic \[[@B162-polymers-12-00023],[@B163-polymers-12-00023]\]. In addition, most available techniques are typically complex and time consuming. Thus, modifying inorganic and phase inversion based polymeric membranes are the best examples. Thus, a more facile approach must be adopted to design antiwetting surfaces for improved MD performance. There are certain concerns involved, while designing antiwetting surfaces: (1)The durability of superhydrophobic coating must be higher. A facile pathway to design mechanically robust interconnected nanostructures/microstructures with overhanging geometries must be invented.(2)An easy approach to characterize antiwetting surfaces should be utilized. Even though CA analysis is easy and straight forward, it does not describe the feed-membrane interface in MD application. In addition, CA must be measured in a high temperature environment as the liquid surface tension is closely related to temperature.(3)The coatings must resist the acidic and basic nature of the feed stream. The properties of coating depend on the chemical nature of the material utilized.(4)Typically, during long-term operation, surface structures with overhanging features show weaker mechanical resistance because they may influence the surface chemistry, as well as geometry, of the pore structures.(5)Precise control of surface protrusions, roughness, and geometry is crucial to achieve Cassie stable state for high liquid repellency.(6)Finally, the surface tension of the feed stream is another major issue, while applying antiwetting surfaces in MD. Furthermore, the operating parameters must be optimized for better performance because a higher water flux (i.e., higher evaporation rate) leads to more severe concentration polarization, and thus, maximizes the chances of wetting.

Much research have been successful in the practical scenario, but unfortunately, some were unsuccessful because of unavoidable factors, such as (a) peeling off of the layer and (b) change in the chemical composition of the membrane surface after exposure of corrosive feed stream. However, "peeling off" of the superhydrophobic layer from substrates is a major issue that needs to be addressed, while casting antiwetting and self-cleaning membrane surfaces for the MD process. Micro cracks/scratches on the membrane surface must be avoided. The stability of nanoparticles or coatings onto the membrane must be focused on. Therefore, these factors can be considered as topics for future research and development to produce self-cleaning coatings and antiwetting surfaces for more viable commercialization. [Figure 15](#polymers-12-00023-f015){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates a brief summary of different materials, casting processes, and basic mechanisms involved in the production of self-cleaning coatings for MD application.

Based on current literature available on the MD process and membranes, several future aspects can be explored, such as: Risk of surface and pore wetting must be studied systematically; utilization of low grade heat must be encouraged as MD is economically cheap only when waste heat is available; more research and development is needed for fabrication anti-wetting and anti-fouling MD membranes as limited providers are available; collaborative research work is required between academics and industries as MD needs to be commercialized in industrial scale.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-polymers-12-00023}
==============

In this review, an overview of the techniques for fabricating antiwetting or superhydrophobic surfaces for MD operation is presented. The designing of antiwetting membranes not only enhance the self-cleaning properties, but also improves the long-term performance in the MD process. This will have a positive impact on the overall cost of MD process. Therefore, it is essential to cast novel MD membranes with specific features, such as, low resistance to mass transfer, low thermal conductivity, high chemical resistance in order to reduce wetting and fouling tendency. More importantly, these above-mentioned features can influence energy consumption, as well as improve the overall permeate flux and salt rejection. Superhydrophobicity is discussed thoroughly to be utilized as a fundamental basis for creating antiwetting surfaces. The primary aim of this review was the development of antiwetting surfaces with chemical and mechanical stability for better performance in MD application. The science and engineering behind the designing of ultrahydrophobic surfaces were described with high scientific discussions. Preparation techniques for ultrahydrophobic surfaces were reviewed, including surface modification and direct processing methods. Some antiwetting surfaces also demonstrate antifouling characteristics when humid acid and surfactant-based oil/water emulsions are used in the feed stream. As per the present review, chemical and mechanical strength of ultrahydrophobic coatings were found to be a major limitation when MD membranes are exposed to a corrosive environment. The present review could provide a better understanding of creating antiwetting and antifouling surfaces for enhanced MD performance.
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![(**a**) Model of the wetting phenomenon: (i) Wenzel's model and (ii) Cassie's model. (**b**) Mechanism showing chemical instability and change in Cassie's model to Wenzel's model because of (i) dissolution of the layer and (ii) chemical transformation.](polymers-12-00023-g006){#polymers-12-00023-f006}
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![Schematic presentation of antiwetting and superhydrophobic coatings of MD membrane by sol--gel processing technique.](polymers-12-00023-g011){#polymers-12-00023-f011}
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![A typical flowchart demonstrating the summary of different materials and processing techniques for achieving antiwetting surfaces for MD process.](polymers-12-00023-g015){#polymers-12-00023-f015}
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###### 

Facile techniques for restoration of wetted MD membranes.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Technique            Working Condition                                                                       Overall Outcomes                     References
  -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------
  Drying up            Simple air jets are used onto the membrane surface                                      Minimized surface wetting\           \[[@B12-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                                                                                               Salt remains in membrane pores       

  Air backwashing      Pressurized air forces water and salt out of pores                                      Minimized pore and surface wetting   \[[@B13-polymers-12-00023]\]

  Chemical treatment   Acid or other chemicals may dissolve the deposits (May involve a drying up technique)   Minimized pore and surface wetting   \[[@B14-polymers-12-00023]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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###### 

The interrelation between surface tension and wetting of a solid surface and corresponding wetting behavior.

  Quantitative Equation          Contact Angle Relationship   Overall Prediction (State)
  ------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------
  *γ*~SV~ − *γ*~SL~ \> 0         0° ≤ θ ≤ 90°                 High wettability
  *γ*~SV~ − *γ*~SL~ \> *γ*~LV~   θ = 0°                       Complete wetting (spreading)
  *γ*~SV~ − *γ*~SL~ *\<* 0       90° ≤ θ ≤ 180°               Low wetting
  *γ*~SL~ − *γ*~SV~ \> *γ*~LV~   θ = 180°                     No wetting
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###### 

Physico-chemical properties of MD membranes with basic requirements for prevention of membrane wetting.

  Factors                                        Conditions                                                                                                                                                                                                 Reference
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Layers                                         At least the top layer must be hydrophobic or superhydrophobic in nature to avoid wetting in the MD process                                                                                                \[[@B48-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Pore size distribution                         Selection of a narrow pore size range with a high liquid entry pressure (LEP) value                                                                                                                        \[[@B32-polymers-12-00023],[@B49-polymers-12-00023],[@B50-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Tortuosity factor                              Must be as lower as possible: This is a measure of the deviation in pore structure from normal straight cylindrical pores. Typically, the tortuosity factor is inversely proportional to MD permeability   \[[@B4-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Thermal conductivity of the membrane surface   The thermal conductivity of the membrane surface must be as low as possible                                                                                                                                \[[@B51-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Fouling resistance                             The polymeric membrane can be coated with fouling resistant materials to ensure high permeate flux                                                                                                         \[[@B52-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Thermal stability                              The MD polymeric membrane must show high thermal stability up to 80 °C.                                                                                                                                    \[[@B53-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Chemical resistance                            The MD membranes must exhibit good chemical resistance because they may come in contact with acids and bases                                                                                               \[[@B54-polymers-12-00023]\]
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###### 

Effects of membrane wetting on the MD process.

  Effects                     Reasons                                                                                                                       Comments                                                                          Reference
  --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
  Scaling of membrane         Scaling occurs because of the deposition of inorganic ions and components that reduce the hydrophobicity of the MD membrane   Deposition of crystalline inorganic corrosive foulants                            \[[@B57-polymers-12-00023],[@B60-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Organic and biofouling      Growth of biofoulants reduces the hydrophobicity and surface tension                                                          Interaction between the aqueous medium and hydrophobic surface                    \[[@B58-polymers-12-00023],[@B61-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Degradation of membrane     Formation of hydrophilic chemical groups, due to long term use of the membrane                                                Loss of chemical and mechanical stability makes MD process difficult              \[[@B62-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Feed stream-based wetting   Surfactant-based feed stream reduces the liquid entry pressure (LEP) value                                                    The liquid entry pressure (LEP) is directly proportional to the surface tension   \[[@B62-polymers-12-00023]\]
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###### 

Factors affecting membrane wetting and fouling in the MD process.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Parameters                              Factors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Comments                                                                                                                                                                             References
  --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------
  Operational conditions                  Effect of temperature                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Salts, such as CaSO~4~ and CaCO~3~, which have a negative correlation of solubility with respect to temperature also tend to become saturated in the feed stream of desalination.\   \[[@B69-polymers-12-00023],[@B70-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Typically, for commonly utilized feed solutions, increased temperature leads to increased risk of scaling and fouling                                                                

  Effect of dissolved gases               The presence of dissolved gases in the feed stream leads to chemical processes, such as the breakdown of bicarbonates which penetrate the membrane pores along with water vapor, exerting an additional diffusive resistance for the water vapor.                                                                                                   \[[@B52-polymers-12-00023]\]                                                                                                                                                         

  Membrane properties                     Thickness of the membrane                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Membrane thickness seems to be inversely proportional to the mass and heat transfer rate across the MD membrane. Thus, an optimized membrane thickness must be utilized.             \[[@B71-polymers-12-00023]\]

  Pore size distribution                  The pore size of the MD membrane ranges from 0.1 µm to 1 µm\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        \[[@B72-polymers-12-00023]\]                                                                                                                                                         
                                          In general, pore size affects the mass transfer mechanism. For instance, one side of the membrane, the pore size should be small so that water or liquid cannot penetrate into the pores, while, the pore size must be large on another side, in order to achieve high permeate flux.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Porosity                                Higher porosity of the membrane offers more water flux, but rapidly wets the membrane                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               \[[@B73-polymers-12-00023]\]                                                                                                                                                         

  Surface energy                          A low surface energy offers high hydrophobicity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     \[[@B74-polymers-12-00023]\]                                                                                                                                                         

  Feed solution chemistry                 Surface tension                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     If the feed solution is composed of surfactants higher than the critical value, membrane and pore wetting occurs. Thus, feed streams with a low surface tension must be avoided      \[[@B75-polymers-12-00023]\]

  Concentration of non-volatile solutes   A higher concentration of inorganic salts may result in the formation of salt crystals onto the membrane surface, leading to wetting of membrane portions occupied by salt crystals. Therefore, a higher concentration of inorganic salts may lead to the formation of a cake layer of inorganic foulants that leads to membrane and pore wetting   \[[@B76-polymers-12-00023]\]                                                                                                                                                         
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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###### 

Criteria for waterproof and superhydrophobic electrospun nanofibrous composite membranes for MD application.

  Criteria                                          Description                                                                                                                                                                                               Reference
  ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
  Hierarchical structure and lower surface energy   A hierarchical structure blended with lower surface energy materials are required to prevent membrane wetting which occurs because of the presence of a hot feed stream consisting of an NaCl solution.   \[[@B89-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Porous skin layer                                 The top active layer must be porous in nature with proper porosity, pore size range, and interconnected pore channels without blocking the support layer from achieving a high-water flux                 \[[@B90-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Mechanical and chemical stability                 The mechanical and chemical stability between the active layer and support layer must be high, so that it can perform efficiently during the hydraulic impact in MD application                           \[[@B91-polymers-12-00023]\]
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###### 

State-of-the-art nanoparticle enhanced membranes utilizing various techniques and their potential outcome on MD performance.

  Polymeric Solution                                                     Additives or Nanoparticle Type                                        Overall Outcome                                                               Reference
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) solution                                TiO~2~ nanoparticles                                                  High and stable flux                                                          \[[@B114-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          Carbon nanotubes                                                      Flux improvement                                                              \[[@B115-polymers-12-00023]\]
  Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) solution   Fluorosilane coated TiO~2~ nanoparticles                              Wetting resistance                                                            \[[@B114-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF-HFP solution                                                      Graphene                                                              Stable flux                                                                   \[[@B116-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          Clay particles                                                        Wetting resistance                                                            \[[@B117-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          SiO~2~ nanoparticles                                                  Wetting and fouling resistance                                                \[[@B118-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          Multilayer graphene platelets                                         Improved productivity--efficiency trade-off and enhanced wetting resistance   \[[@B119-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          Silver nanoparticles/Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (AgNPs/f-MWCNTs)   High anti-biofouling and separation efficiency                                \[[@B120-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF-HFP solution                                                      Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)                                               Superhydrophobicity and efficient desalination performance                    \[[@B121-polymers-12-00023]\]
  PVDF solution                                                          Metal organic framework: MOF (iron 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate)       Stable performance and stable liquid entry pressure                           \[[@B122-polymers-12-00023]\]
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###### 

Salient features of plasma treatment for the fabrication of functionalized membrane surfaces.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Advantages                    Explanation                                                                    Reference
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------
  Facile approach               1\. Simple methodology\                                                        \[[@B140-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                2. Formation of uniform, consistent, thin, and clear coating layer             

  Strong adhesion               1\. Chemically and mechanically stable coating\                                \[[@B141-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                2. Dense layer formation onto the polymeric surface                            

  Surface roughening            1\. Transformation of hydrophobic to superhydrophobic surface                  \[[@B142-polymers-12-00023]\]

  Antifouling and antiwetting   1\. Membranes with improved fouling resistance can be fabricated\              \[[@B143-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                2. Superhydrophobicity can be achieved and results in antiwetting properties   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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###### 

Overview of chemical vapor deposition in terms of advantages and disadvantages.

  Major Advantages                             Limitations
  -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  1\. Avoids the line of sight                 1\. Requirement of high temperature
  2\. High deposition rate                     2\. High possibility of toxic precursor
  3\. Production of thick coating layers       3\. Mostly inorganic materials can be used
  4\. Co-deposition of material at same time   
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###### 

(**a**): An overview of feasible methodologies to fabricate superhydrophobic polymeric membranes and the overall outcome; (**b**) overview of useful techniques to modify and generate antiwetting and superhydrophobic coatings.

  -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                         **[Table 10](#polymers-12-00023-t010){ref-type="table"} (a)**                                

  **Methodologies**                      **Casting Parameters**                          **Membrane Characteristics**                                    **Membrane Performance**     **Reference**

  Electrospinning technique              Ease: Moderate\                                 Pore size distribution: Maximum\                                Overall cost: Moderate\      \[[@B111-polymers-12-00023],[@B150-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                         Replication: Moderate                           Surface roughness: Maximum                                      Permeate flux: Maximum\      
                                                                                                                                                         Wetting tendency: Minimum    

  Mechanical stretching technique        Ease: Moderate\                                 Pore size distribution: Same range\                             Overall cost: Moderate\      \[[@B151-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                         Replication: Moderate                           Surface roughness: Lower                                        Permeate flux: Moderate\     
                                                                                                                                                         Wetting tendency: Minimum    

  Phase inversion technique              Ease: Maximum\                                  Pore size distribution: Same range\                             Overall cost: Minimum\       \[[@B152-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                         Replication: Maximum                            Surface roughness: Minimum                                      Permeate flux: Maximum\      
                                                                                                                                                         Wetting tendency: Moderate   

                                                                                         **[Table 10](#polymers-12-00023-t010){ref-type="table"} (b)**                                

  **Membrane Modification Techniques**   **Modification Process**                        **Processing Time**                                             **Overall Outcome**          **References**

  Blending or coating technique          Coated with nanoparticles or nanosols           1\. Bit slow                                                    Chemically stable            \[[@B153-polymers-12-00023]\]

  Plasma treatment                       Growth of nanoparticles by etching              1\. Moderate\                                                   Self-cleaning ability        \[[@B138-polymers-12-00023],[@B154-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                                                                         2. Requires particular equipment                                                             

  Chemical vapor deposition              Formation of nanostructures by polymerization   1\. Slow\                                                       Good separation efficiency   \[[@B79-polymers-12-00023]\]
                                                                                         2. Require heating treatment                                                                 
  -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
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###### 

Membrane performance in terms of permeate flux and salt rejection for various membrane fabrication methodologies.

  Technique Utilized                 Polymer Type                                                   Additive or Agent/Processing   Permeate Flux    Salt Rejection   Reference
  ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- -------------------------------
  **Phase inversion Technique**      Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)                                 Mechanical scratching          90 LMH           99.99%           \[[@B98-polymers-12-00023]\]
  **Phase inversion Technique**      Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)                                 SiO~2~ nanoparticles           3 kg/m^2^ h      99.98%           \[[@B159-polymers-12-00023]\]
  **Electrospinning Technique**      Polyvinylidene fluoride- Polytetrafluoroethylene (PVDF-PTFE)   PTFE micro powders             18.5 kg/m^2^ h   99.9%            \[[@B86-polymers-12-00023]\]
  **Electrospinning Technique**      Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP)    Graphene                       22.9 LMH         100%             \[[@B116-polymers-12-00023]\]
  **Mechanical Stretching Method**   Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)                                 Stretching                     5 LMH            99.99%           \[[@B160-polymers-12-00023]\]
  **Mechanical Stretching Method**   Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)                                 Stretching                     41.5 kg/m^2^ h   99.99%           \[[@B103-polymers-12-00023]\]

Notes: Conditions, such as module type, concentration of NaCl, temperature difference, and time duration may differ.
